Sometimes, the more choices you have, the simpler the decision. **go configure.**
7 different lengths, 10 different arms, 8 different top rails, and 40 legs.... Add these all together and the Bedford Collection can help you create over 20,000 designs. All the possibilities can seem a bit intimidating, but we encourage you to be more excited than overwhelmed.

To help you explore the possibilities of the Bedford Collection we have put together this idea book of sample configurations. Granted it’s only 20 of the 20,000 possibilities, but we are sure it will get your gears turning.

Are you ready?

**go configure.**
CHAIR
Straight Filler Top Rail
with Filler
Welch Arm (6572)
6522 Leg

CHAIR & A HALF
Straight Top Rail
Witt Arm (6570)
6551 Leg
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Curved Top Rail
Amos Arm (6579)
6520 Leg
LOVE SEAT

Curved Top Rail
Amos Arm (6579)
6551 Leg
CHAIR & CLUB CHAIR
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Curved Top Rail
Johnson Arm (6574)
6551 Leg
SMALL SOFA
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Rounded End- Straight Filler Top Rail
Miller Arm (6575)
6537 Leg

Straight Top Rail
Witt Arm (6570)
6449 Leg
also available with casters
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Reverse Camel Top Rail
Amos Arm (6579)
6524 Leg

LARGE SOFA
Straight Top Rail
with Filler
Bowyer Arm (6573)
6449 Leg

Curved Top Rail
Taylor Arm (6578)
6520 Leg
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Straight Top Rail
Johnson Arm (6574)
6533 Leg
also available without casters

Straight Top Rail
Wright Arm (6571)
6521 Leg
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CLUB CHAIR

Straight Top Rail
Welch Arm (6572)
6539 Leg
also available without casters

CHAIR & A HALF

Straight Top Rail
Dooley Arm (6577)
6525 Leg
also available with casters
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